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ALTRIM promote a passion for beautiful architecture and pur-
poseful traveling. That’s why ALTRIM publishes dedicated 
travel guides and select monographs written for the love of 
local places by knowledgeable architects and architecture 
lovers.

Our signature Architectural Travel Guide Collection fulfills 
the unmet need of quality text for the architecturally-orient-
ed visitor to South Asia. Our books enable readers to learn 
about the design development of prominent cities as well as 
discover the joys of regionally distinct urban cultures and 
daily lifestyles unique to local places. In this vital sense, AL-
TRIM filters quality from quantity while offering a meaning-
ful design panorama of south Asia’s remarkable cities for the 
architectural traveler.

Our pocket-size guides fit in any type of luggage and take you 
to places you would never have imagined! ALTRIM Publish-
ers and its growing team of architectural writers are devoted 
to providing the best experience in each of the cities offered.

ALTRIM also offers select Architectural Monographs to serve 
the curiosity of inquisitive patrons. Our monographs cover a 
range of design topics, urban genres, and geographical loca-
tions exploring subtle nuances and uncovering hidden sur-
prises that often surround Indian cities and architecture.

Come experience the joy of traveling in South Asia with our 
Architectural Travel Guides and Monographs that simultane-
ously serve as a source of serious scholarly knowledge about 
local places! Soon availables in eBook, stay updated!



Altrim Publishers
Connecting local culture 
and architecture in a unique 
and surprising manner. 

Our Collections:

Travel Guides
- Indian Architectural Travel Guides

10x10 Series
- Masters of Indian Architecture Series
- The Masters after the 90’s
- The Contemporaries

Architecture Monographs
- MAT
- CEPT University
- The Architect’s Home

Forthcoming

Forthcoming

New

ARCHITECTURAL TRAVEL GUIDES

New and Forthcoming titles:

• Chandigarh - CHD (2nd Ed)
• Goa, North & South - GOA 
• THAR-Northwest Rajasthan 
•  Ahmedabad-AMD (2nd Ed)
• Shimla - SLV 
• Kolkata - CCU
• Himalayas I - UKD
• Delhi - DEL 

Recent titles and long time sellers: 

• Udaipur - UDR
• Auroville & Pondicherry - AVPNY
• Jaipur - JAI
• Dhaka - DAC

ARCHITECTURE MONOGRAPHS

New and Forthcoming titles:

• Dhaka Delirium
• Chandigarh and Le Corbusier  
• Off-grid toilets. Compilation, analysis and comparison
• Family of Architects
• Heritage Guide of Pondicherry
• Heritage guide of Lucknow

Recent titles and long time sellers:

• Hāthigaon, A settlement of Elephants and Mahouts
• Jaipur, A Planned City in Rajasthan
• Dhaka Totem
• Sydney XXXL

OTHER LANGUAGES TITLES AND DISTRIBUTION:

• Arquitectes Jardiners de Barcelona 1888-1992
• Miquel Alvarez Trincado, MAT
• A City of Professions 
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The India and Southeast Asia Architectural 
Travel Guides Collection introduces ancient, 
modern and contemporary heritage and ar-
chitects of Southeast Asia. 

With these useful pocket guides, visitors 
will discover the cities and its architecture 
through practical itineraries, as well as sug-
gestions for other places you can visit on the 
outskirts of the cities. 

Each itinerary offers practical information 
to enjoy the architecture and visitors will be 
introduced to the culture and lifestyle of the 
cities along with the “Facts for the visitor” 
chapter.

All projects are presented with maps, pho-
tographs, plans, practical information about 
how to get around the city, and an archi-
tectonical explanation text. We’ve selected 
the best experts from every city, architects 
who have been working on these cities for 
a long time.

Soon availables 
in eBook, 

stay updated!
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CHANDIGARH
Vikramaditya Prakash

Chandigarh is a unique city, besides being one of the newest cities of the twentieth 
century that is characterized by the seal of Le Corbusier. Although visiting the city 
you will also find the work of a large team of modernist Indian architects. 
That guide to Chandigarh is into its 2nd printing! Now that parts of the city have 
acquired World Heritage Status, and the public infrastructure to facilitate archi-
tectural tourism is vastly enhanced.
We hope this Guide is of even more use than before.

CHD

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

VIKRAMADITYA PRAKASH

CHANDIGARH

2nd 
EDITION
UPDATED

11 Itineraries
242 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-942342-9-3
25€ 28$ 22£ 699₹

Dr. Vikrāmaditya Prākash grew up in 
Chandigarh, India. He is an architect, 
urbanist and historian. He teaches at the 
University of Washington in Seattle (USA). 
He is the Director of the Chandigarh Urban 
Lab, a multi-year project that studies 
Chandigarh as a case study in contemporary 
midsized urbanization in India. 
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GOA, NORTH & SOUTH
Maanasi Hattangadi

Goa was colonised by the Portuguese till as late as 1961 and thus, this era char-
acterises much of its contemporary patterns. The settlement fabric of Goa at the 
best spans out as a rurban network of villages with only a handful of urban cen-
tres. The architecture bears strong Indo-Portuguese influences. In contemporary 
practices, ample experimentation and application is taking place with materials 
additionally to planned interventions and local techniques.

GOA
NORTH & SOUTH

MAANASI HATTANGADI

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

16 Itineraries
250 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-942342-6-2
27€ 29$ 24£ 699₹

Maanasi Hattangadi is an architect,  
and partner at Studio Matter where 
she leads content initiatives such as 
ThinkMatter, [IN]SIDE journal, The Merit 
List and Frame Conclave. She is one of 
the Programme Curators at Arthshila 
Ahmedabad. Before that, she was the 
co-editor at Indian Architect & Builder. 
She pursued her studies from MS 
University and CEPT University. Over the 
years, her varied interests have engaged 
her in several teaching and curatorial 
programmes.

FORTH- 
COMING
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NORTHWEST 
RAJASTHAN 

THAR

Indian 
Architectural Travel 
Guides

THAR-NORTHWEST 
RAJASTHAN

This book illustrates the magnificent architecture of India’s desert called the 
THAR. Focusing upon the socio-cultural aspects of this rich building heritage, 
spanning the historic cities of Jodhpur, Bikaner and Jaisalmer, this book pres-
ents meaningful travel itineraries showcasing both the hidden gems and landmark 
buildings. Such an ambitious project, mapping and documenting an intricate, re-
gionwide architectural tradition, would not have been possible without Poornima 
University’s genuine commitment and sustained support. 

12 Itineraries
200 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-122747-3-8
25€ 28$ 22£ 699₹

Through its students and teachers 
- School of Planning and Architecture, 
Poornima University’s (SPA, PU) con-
tributions for the THAR book entails the 
mapping and documentation of significant 
building works built overtime in the his-
toric cities of Jodhpur, Bikaner and Jais-
almer. Carrying out extensive primary 
research, collection of building informa-
tion, generation of drawings and writing 
building descriptions intertwining socio 
political factors manifesting into buildings 
of architectural significance, is primar-
ily the scope carried out by students 
and teachers of SPA, PU.

FORTH- 
COMING
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AHMEDABAD
Riyaz Tayyibji

This is the second, updated, and extended edition of the immensely popular guide 
to Ahmedabad. The guide has been formulated in a way to add convenience to 
your travel. The entire book has been structured around six splendid itineraries 
which have been assembled geographically. This way, the visitor can plan his/her 
tours with ease and travel conveniently. But as much as the itineraries are geo-
graphical, they are historical as well. 

6 Itineraries
200 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-949330-4-2
25€ 28$ 22£ 699₹

Riyaz Tayyibji is an architect graduated 
from the School of Architecture CEPT, 
Ahmedabad where he has been 
Associate Professor. He is project 
coordinator at the Gandhi Heritage Sites 
Mission. He has been the recipient of 
the Gold Medal from the Indian Institute 
of Engineers and Architects for his study 
on Ahmedabad. AMD

AHMEDABAD

RIYAZ TAYYIBJI

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides2nd 

EDITION
UPDATED
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SHIMLA
Saumya Sharma, Prabha Choudhary, Lovnish Kumar

Shimla, a small town located in the midst of the beautiful Himalayas of the Im-
perial Government in India. Eventhough, over the years, Shimla has witnessed 
and is still undergoing a lot of varied construction, the resonance of the bygone 
British Era is still a prominent aspect of the town’s character. Replete with beauti-
ful walks among the mighty deodars and a frequent encounter with the unique 
architecture of the British era that exists at its ‘blended best’, a visit to Shimla will 
be made more lucrative through this extensive guide.

S. SHARMA, P. CHOUDHARY, L. KUMAR

SHIMLASHIMLA
SLV

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

7 Itineraries
180 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-949330-7-3
25€ 28$ 22£ 699₹

Saumya Sharma is a conservation 
architect by training with a special 
interest in writing. She is an alumnus 
of Chandigarh College of Architecture 
and CEPT University, Ahmedabad. 
Her professional experience includes 
involvement as team member and 
consulting conservation architect for 
various building as well as settlement 
level projects. 

2024
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CCU
KOLKATA

S. SEN & S. GHOSHS. SEN & S. GHOSH

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

KOLKATA
Siddharta Sen and Sudeshna Ghosh

Fashioned by the colonial British government in the manner of a grand European 
capital, the city has grown assimilating the strong Western influences and overcom-
ing the limitations of its colonial legacy in order to find its own unique identity. With 
this useful guide, you will see Kolkata’s architectural transformation, through various 
routes designed to cater to your architectural interests and the time at your disposal. 
The guide includes suggestions for buildings that are worth a visit in the former Eu-
ropean colonies located in the outskirts and the neighboring city of Howrah. 

14 Itineraries
200 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-949330-8-0
27€ 29$ 24£ 699₹

Dr. Siddhartha Sen is a Professor and 
the Director of the Graduate Program in 
City and Regional Planning at Morgan 
State University in Baltimore, USA. He is 
a recognized scholar of urbanization and 
planning history of India and has pub-
lished in this area in several journals. 
Dr. Sudeshna Ghosh is an Assistant 
Professor of Regional Planning, in the 
Department of Gecgraphy and Regional 
Planning at Indiana University of Penn-
sylvania, USA. She got her training in 
architecture and urban planning in Kol-
kata, and completed her doctoral studies 
from University of Cincinnati, USA.

2024
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Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

HIMALAYAS I
UKD

SRIPARNA SAHA AND DHENESH RAJ

12  India & Southeast Asia Architectural Travel Guides

UTTARAKHAND-HIMALAYAS I
Sriparna Saha and Dhenesh Raj

Uttarakhand is frequently referred to as Dev Bhumi – Land of Gods. However, this 
deluge of devotion often eclipses the rich architectural heritage of the region – be 
it the 1000 year old seismic resistant multistorey fortress homes (pherols) dotting 
the hillsides, the traditional longhouses (bakhlis) located in a linear manner on the 
sunlit terraces, the wood stone temples off Lord Mahasu adorned with intricate 
wooden carvings, the remnants of caravansarais tucked into the hillsides along 
the connectors to the Silk Route the list can go on and on.

10 Itineraries
200 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-122747-2-1
25€ 28$ 22£ 699₹

Dr. Sriparna Saha is a practising 
Architect working in the Uttarakhand 
Himalayas since the last few years 
on projects pertaining to heritage 
conservation, rural tourism and boutique 
hospitality. She is the Director at School 
of Architecture and Planning, Graphic 
Era Hill University (Dehradun). 
Dhenesh Raj is an associate Professor, 
School of Architecture and Planning, 
Graphic Era Hill University Dehradun.

2024
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Few cities in the world match the diversity and richness of Delhi’s architecture. 
Delhi has served as the capital of various empires and has been a melting pot of 
diverse cultures. The architecture of Delhi ranges from battered ancient citadels 
to lived modern housing, medieval step-wells to Mughal masterpieces, Indo-Is-
lamic tombs to contemporary cultural centres, colonial edifices to organic urban 
villages. The guide negotiates and unravels the built legacy of one of the largest 
and oldest megacities on the planet. Its easy itineraries create encounters with 
the best of Delhi’s architecture.

DELHI
Gaurav Raj Sharma

11 Itineraries
180 pages, soft cover 
with color photographs, 
maps and plans,
Buildings index list,
Facts for the visitors,
QR Codes
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)

ISBN: 978-84-122747-0-7
27€ 29$ 24£ 699₹

Gaurav Raj Sharma is a practicing 
architect and Founder Principal of Under 
Mango Tree – a Delhi-based award 
winning multi-disciplinary architecture 
firm. He is the current Chair of 
Docomomo India. Besides Delhi he has 
lived and worked in Shimla, London and 
Edinburgh.

GAURAV RAJ SHARMA

DEL
GAURAV RAJ SHARMA

DELHIDELHI
DEL

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

2024
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HIMALAYAS I
UKD

SRIPARNA SAHA AND DHENESH RAJ
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DAC

South Asia 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

ADNAN MORSHED & NESFUN NAHAR

DHAKA
CHD

VIKRAMADITYA PRAKASH

CHANDIGARH

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

AUROVILLE & 
PONDICHERRY

AVPNY
ANUPAMA KUNDOO & YASHODA JOSHI

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

GOA
NORTH & SOUTH

MAANASI HATTANGADI

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

TITLES AVAILABLE: FORTHCOMING:
Udaipur - UDR
Auroville & Pondicherry - AVPNY
Jaipur - JAI
Ahmedabad - AMD
Dhaka - DAC

Goa, North & South - GOA 
Chandigarh - CHD (2nd Ed)
THAR - Northwest Rajasthan
Ahmedabad - AMD (2nd Ed)
Delhi - DEL

Shimla - SLV
Kolkata - CCU
Himalaya I - UKD

SAUMYA SHARMA & PRABHA CHOUDHARY

SHIMLASHIMLA
SLV

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

NORTHWEST 
RAJASTHAN 

THAR

Indian 
Architectural Travel 
Guides

SANJEEV VIDYARTHI 
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Udaipur - UDR
Auroville & Pondicherry - AVPNY
Jaipur - JAI
Goa, North & South - GOA
Chandigarh - CHD (2nd Ed)
THAR - Northwest Rajasthan
Ahmedabad - AMD (2nd Ed)
Dhaka - DACCCU

KOLKATA

S. SEN & S. GHOSHS. SEN & S. GHOSH

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

Browse our series catalogue at 
www.altrim.net

GAURAV SHARMA

DEL
GAURAV SHARMA

DELHIDELHI
DEL

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides

A ticket to Travel through Architecture

CATALOGUE 2023-2024

Titles available in eBook:UPCO-
MING

AMD
AHMEDABAD

RIYAZ TAYYIBJI

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides
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UDAIPUR
Shikha Jain and Mayank Gupta

Udaipur located in eastern Rajasthan State of India, was founded as the capital 
of erstwhile Mewar kingdom in the 16th century. It has a unique and diverse living 
cultural heritage with its multiple layers of historic fabric and a network of lakes. 
The proposed guide book on Udaipur will showcase its rich repository of Mewari 
art and architecture.
The curated itineraries cover the City Palace Musem in full detail, along with six 
itineraries designed to experience the living heritage of Udaipur. It also includes 
two entire itineraries to the region’s historic hill fort capitals preceding Udaipur, 
Chittorgarh and Kumbhalgarh.

NEW FEATURE
The guide includes
QR codes locations 
on Google Maps for 
each building
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AUROVILLE & PONDICHERRY
Anupama Kundoo and Yashoda Joshi

Auroville had a remarkable inception. Founded in 1968, based on the vision of 
the sage and philosopher Sri Aurobindo and his spiritual partner, the Mother, who 
sought to create a new paradigm for humanity, Auroville was announced to the world 
as the city of the future and a city of universal culture. Its aim, an actual human unity. 
Pondicherry also has a stimulating cross-cultural history; hence, its built form 
lends to the town, a unique identity. One can witness a subtle blend of Tamil and 
French architecture. While maintaining their individual identities, the two styles 
influence one another, evolving into a magnificent synthesis.

AUROVILLE & 
PONDICHERRY

AVPNY
ANUPAMA KUNDOO & YASHODA JOSHI

Indian 
Architectural 
Travel Guides
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2322  ITINERARY I INTERNATIONAL ZONE

Starting Point Visitor's Centre

lerimaione cotam dentia se furortem opor-
ae caetios numusa nos neridea timendes 
ac tum in Ita re, consus consulibute pris. 
O tero ad cononte roponsus videtri peris 
habesse rceps, estrarem deffreo ut ves 
prebus perfitis, dem publis hortum enam 
oculesta, unc taliu querumus condin di-
enata liumus, quam nes bonequo nsilicae 
nostrum uspiono nclumulto cien vir imo-
lute llartabenam nem plin res Ahabusu 
llemoverfir hussoli ciissil icupiere et veru-

detorum, notem ces cae fure adeperuntem 
ocum patandu citrum me vil vissilius ex 
senatis interus? P. Ipsenat orehent.
Fatquo abeffre atio Catius, caec teat.
Patussullem poptil ur patus audetiam publi, 
cum nosta norteli cumendiemne per qui cut 
pondi co etem in sertustrum dessentelica re-
natam re occi pere int, facis, auterbi squit? 
inat, que pertest? Huides prit, Ti. Cas ducon 
ausa mantu ia? Opica iam conclabunte fici-

Liqui stors atuus contis ressimp ondiis, 
nostres ad C. Vivem nonsuam. Ignonita 
niac im ia? Paris, consula bulicur libus, 
sus is es inpris; nessedemus consimmore, 
ocrumus; ius cone noximmo vo, Catus, vit 
verimisquam Pat vero, fue convolum fa-
chus ine firitus conduci vastritra det din 
dicae intis sessa simum inatore hemquit, 
dees horaedo, con Etremenam que nimor 
perio et vatia Sp. Seropoti pertil veniquem 
permissimus, C. Ahabemn orudeat uspesi 

popotis senatra ocupero mortum cavocci 
publiemus ocaelab effrebus pere, eto pub-
libem nos humus, dit, C. Opio, perobus, 
mora auctam orevidere conti, menerit. 
Marbem locum trestebem simus forimus? 
But viristi dessolus, pubitia mpesilicules 
audepse dentina, perimius ocus curbitu-
rica; hi, P. Arbist praverr ividem mustatus 
perraet verbiss endam, mandeporum hoc 
tem sintem ta, consum tum dit, se ignorum 
deris morum ina, Palariu ssilici paridic ul-

ITINERARY LEVEL: Medium (by bicycle / foot)
DURATION: One day / 6-8 hours 
DISTANCE: xx km (xx ml)

PRACTICAL INFORMATION: 

ITINERARY I INTERNATIONAL ZONE
International Zone
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ITINERARY I INTERNATIONAL ZONE

1.  Matrimandir
2.  Savitri Bhavan
3.  Unity Pavilion
4.  Sri Aurobindo World Centre for Human
 Unity (SAWCHU)
5.  Sri Aurobindo Auditorium
6.  Kala Kendra
7.  Tibetan Pavilion
8.  International House

Additional buildings

A. Solitude Farm 
B. Atithigriha Guest House
C. Auroville Languaje Laboratory

 Restaurants and Cafes

 Shopping

 Information

 Visitors Centre
 www.auroville.org

 Workshops and Therapies
 Savitri Bhavan

Visitor’s Center

Sri Aurobindo
Auditorium Sawchu &

Bharti Nivas

Dreamer’s Cafe

Savitri Bhavan

Unity Pavilion

Atithigriha
Guest House

Kala Kendra

Tibetan Pavilion

International
House

Solitude Farm
of Auroville

Matrimandir

Town Hall Complex
Town Hall

Auroville Foundation
Saller

CitadinesInspiration

Sunshilp

Verite Dome

Ganesh Bakery
Integral Learning CentreAfsanah Guest House

AV Dzines

Aoromode
Factories

Upasana
Integral
Design Studio

Mitra Youth Hostel

La Maison Des Jeunes
Le Morgan

Matrimandir
View Point

Nandanam
Kindergarten

(Auroville Kindergarten)

Center Guest House

Auroville Solar Kitchen

Auroville Library (Vikas Housing)

Luminosity

Creativity Guest House

Water tower

Santé Auroville Institute 
for Integral Health

Crown Road

CRIPA

New Last School

Future School

Transition School

2726  ITINERARY I INTERNATIONAL ZONE

xxxxxx

Matrimandir, Auroville PLAN

Matrimandir, Auroville SECTION

Masterplan

xxxxxx

matrimandir plan

156 pages, soft cover 
with 228 colour photographs, 
14 maps and 112 plans
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)
ISBN: 978-84-942342-5-5
27€ 29$ 24£ 699₹

8 itineraries, 78 buildings 
and places to visit, buildings index list
Facts for the visitors

This book is organized in eight itineraries.
There are five itineraries for Auroville, 
structured around the main master plan of 
the town, which is divided into four zones and 
the fifth itinerary is located in the zone that is 
outside the main circle of Auroville.
The three itineraries for Pondicherry are 
structured around the two main geographical 
zones of the city, the French and Tamil Quarters.

Dr. Anupama Kundoo an indian architect and scholar. She was graduated from Sir JJ College 
of Architecture, University of Mumbai, and received her PhD degree from the TU Berlin in 
2008. She has worked, researched and teached in a variety of cultural contexts across the 
world, including her huge experience in Auroville. 
Yashoda Joshi holds B. Arch from the University of Pune and an associate with Anupama 
Kundoo architects. 

“Auroville and Pondicherry are 
fascinating places for lovers of 
architecture. The guide in hand is a 
great companion for quick reference. 
Size, layout, maps and the subdivision 
into walkable thematic itineraries are all 
very helpful, also shedding light on the 
historical development of both places.”

Helmut Schmid
Architect, Auroville
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JAIPUR
Sanjeev Vidyarthi and Pratiksha Singh

Jaipur is a melting pot of Rajput, Mughal and several other cultures and is also 
the seat of a generous amount of vernacular tradition. Unlike many other texts 
that focus mostly on the city’s princely past, this book is premised on the simple 
notion that Jaipur is a living city. Rulers along with the residents and users, 
built the city purposefully and continuously even as the many regime-changes, 
shifting social needs, and contemporary cultural preferences influenced their 
collective work.

230 pages, soft cover 
with 228 colour photographs, 22 maps and 
102 plans
12,6 x 18,4 cm (5 x 7.25”)
ISBN: 978-84-942342-4-8
25€ 28$ 22£ 699₹

7 itineraries, 166 buildings and 
places to visit, Buildings index list
Facts for the visitors

Dr. Sanjeev Vidyarthi is an associate pro-
fessor of urban planning and policy and a 
senior fellow of the Great Cities Institute at 
the University of Illinois, Chicago. His re-
search interests span the fields of planning 
theory and history and globalization and 
development studies. 
Pratiksha Singh studied at the JJ school 
of Architecture, University of Mumbai, 
where she meets S. Vidyarthi. In 1991 they 
moved to the city of Jaipur in 1991, they 
taught in local archi tecture schools and 
researched Jaipur’s spatial development in 
the post-independence period. 
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Dhaka 
Delirium
Adnan Z. 
Morshed

Dhaka Delirium
     Adnan Z. Morshed

“I lived in Dhaka from 1984 to 1993, but I did 
not begin writing about the city until much 

later. I understood Dhaka’s cosmopolitanism, 
magic realism, historicism, melancholia, and 

urban absurdities very slowly. For a long time, 
I struggled to ask the right questions about 

the meaning of this city’s quintessential chaos, 
intensity, congestion, and beautifully infernal 
urban density. This is a city that narrates its 
myriad of stories without telling any stories 

at all. In many ways, Dhaka Delirium is a 
retroactive act of penitence for failing to 

realize how the South Asian capital city reveals 
its inner stories through the language of 

spatiality and urbanity.”

Adnan Z. Morshed

Adnan Z. Morshed is an architect, architectural historian, and 
tenured professor at the School of Architecture and Planning, Ca-
tholic University of America in Washington, DC. He received 
his Ph.D. and Master’s in architecture from MIT. He currently 
serves as Executive Director of the Centre for Inclusive Archi-
tecture and Urbanism at BRAC University (Dhaka, Bangladesh) 
and a Fulbright Specialist (2021–2025). He was a TEDx speaker 
at George Washington University, Wyeth Fellow at CASVA (Na-
tional Gallery of Art, Washington, DC), and Verville Fellow at 
the Smithsonian Institution. Morshed is the author of multiple 
books, including Impossible Heights: Skyscrapers, Flight, and the 
Master Builder (University Minnesota Press, 2015) and DAC-
Dhaka (Altrim Publishers, 2017). He has served on the Board of 
Directors of the Society of Architectural Historians; MIT’s Global 
Architecture History Teaching Collaborative; the editorial board 
of the Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians; and as 
a juror for the National Endowment for the Humanities grants. 
He received research grants from, among others, the Graham 
Foundation, National Endowment for the Humanities, and MIT. 
His articles appeared in the Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians, Journal of Architectural Education, Journal of South 
Asian Studies, � resholds (MIT), Constructs (Yale), New Geogra-
phies (Harvard), Architectural Design, and Traditional Dwellings 
and Settlements Review. A practicing architect, Adnan Morshed’s 
design includes, among others, eight recently completed BRAC 
regional o�  ces across Bangladesh, a vocational training institute 
in northern Bangladesh, and a farmhouse in North Carolina. 

“Dhaka Delirium is a beautiful collection of short essays written 
over almost two decades. Morshed is an architect, a professor, 
and a public intellectual, but more than anything he is a lover of 
Dhaka. His passion for the city is evident in these op-ed pieces 
written for the general public in straightforward language but in 
elegant prose… In this anthology, he turns specialized knowle-
dge into an arena for political activism in the pursuit of social 
justice and policy impact.”

Nezar AlSayyad
University of California, Berkley (USA)

“Dhaka Delirium captures the essence of South Asian urbanism. 
� is de� ly curated set of 59 essays and images by Adnan Mor-
shed, open a window in our perception of the South Asian city 
and, gives us multiple perspectives in understanding the city of 
Dhaka, through both, its people and their culture, as well as, its 
architecture and urbanism. � e book confronts and interroga-
tes a landscape where ecology and built form, infrastructure 
and people all collide in an uneasy but sometimes productive 
tension, where transactions are incremental, fragmented and ne-
gotiated on the streets. Dhaka Delirium, in the context of this 
megacity in South Asia, reminds us as professionals and citizens 
of our responsibilities and commitments to society at large.”

Rahul Mehrotra
Founder principal RMA Architects
Chair of the Department of Urban Planning and Design, 
Graduate School of Design, Harvard University (USA)

Barcelona-Chandigarh
publishers@altrim.net
www.altrim.net
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DHAKA DELIRIUM
Adnan Morshed

“I lived in Dhaka from 1984 to 1993, but I did not begin writing about the city un-
til much later. I understood Dhaka’s cosmopolitanism, magic realism, historicism, 
melancholia, and urban absurdities very slowly. For a long time, I struggled to ask 
the right questions about the meaning of this city’s quintessential chaos, intensity, 
congestion, and beautifully infernal urban density. This is a city that narrates its 
myriad of stories without telling any stories at all. In many ways, Dhaka Delirium is 
a retroactive act of penitence for failing to realize how the South Asian capital city 
reveals its inner stories through the language of spatiality and urbanity.” 
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CHANDIGARH 
AND LE CORBUSIER
The Creation of a City in India 1950-1965

Rémi Papillault
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The Creation of a City in India 1950-1965
Rém

i Papillault

Originally published in French in 2011, this book explores the entire period of city’s conception from 1951 to the death of Pierre Jeanneret in 1967. While 
many have described Chandigarh’s layout plan and building designs but none have explained the processes employed for designing and building the city on 
the ground that this book illustrates in � ne detail. Our ambition in republishing this book in English is to make this information accessible to all, especially to 
the inhabitants and leaders of Chandigarh, so that a detailed knowledge of the city’s design can be used to help preserve it.

Dr. Rémi Papillault
Professor, School of Architecture, Toulouse (France)

Filling a longstanding and vital gap in literature, this book explains the overall plan-making process and the attendant role of important individuals and 
institutions in clear detail. It shows how the designing of Chandigarh entailed a long-term collective effort. There was neither a singular ‘master plan,’ � xed in 
space and time, nor one heroic designer in charge. Different design teams, with changing compositions and geographic locations, co-conceived the city design 
in an incremental, even if sometimes tumultuous, manner over � fteen or so long years.

Dr. Sanjeev Vidyarthi
Professor, University of Illinois, Chicago (USA)

What this book demonstrates is not just the astonishing complexity and depth of the Capitol projects, but the steadfast commitment to the ethical question 
of designing for the India of the 1950s and its vision for the future that the making of Chandigarh was. This was not easy, and not everything was perfect; 
nothing ever is. What Chandigarh and Le Corbusier show is that the making of Chandigarh was not just one haughty French-man’s ‘grand’ vision enforced on 
the hapless and gullible Indians, but a Sisyphean labor of love, beset with constant failure, mis-steps and revisions. 

Dr. Vikramāditya Prakāsh
Professor, University of Washington, Seattle (USA)

For a very long time, researchers have been studying the organisation of work in Le Corbusier’s Paris atelier. This study makes it possible to follow the 
materiality of Chandigarh's making, step by step, with the gigantic enterprise on the one hand, and the artisanal means to conceive it on the other. 
Investigating the atelier practices and their evolution allows for an understanding of how the architect, often absent and travelling the world, managed to 
meet demands [of designing an entire city even when working] with a very small team. Suddenly, another dimension emerges beyond the authoritarianism and 
arbitrariness of certain decisions, such as the abrupt side-lining of collaborators: that of collective design work, of its meaning and of its necessity.

 Dr. Yannis Tsiomis
Professor, School of Architecture Paris-La Villette (France)

Rémi Papillault is an architect from Paris School of 
Architecture with specialization in heritage buildings. 
He has a PhD on urbanism from Paris Institute of 
Urbanism, PhD in theories of town planning from 
EHESS Paris. 

As a town planner he has done projects on heritage 
sites like the Plan of preservation of various historical 
cities in France. He has also built a Museum of 
Modern and Contemporary Art in Toulouse, and 
design many public’s spaces in various heritage cities. 

As a full-time professor PhD at the Ecole Nationale 
Supérieure d'Architecture of Toulouse (ENSAT), 
he teaches in Master’s project and directs the PhD 
Seminar ‘History and theories of the project.’ As 
a researcher, he has published books mainly on 
heritage in cities and in architecture in the twentieth 
century. 

He is the director of the Architecture Research 
Laboratory LRA – ENSA Toulouse and director of the 
collection ‘Architectures’ at the University Press of 
Midi, France. He is also the author of several books 
like Jaipur, a new city in Rajasthan (co-authors: A. 
Borie and F. Catalá), Altrim Publishers, 2020.

École Nationale Supérieure 
d’Architecture de Toulouse (ENSAT)

Foundation Le Corbusier 
(Paris, France)

9788494933059

Barcelona-Chandigarh
publishers@altrim.net
www.altrim.net

The book is about the question of time in the urban project of Chandigarh. It takes 
stock of the entire period of conception of the city from 1951 to the death of Pierre 
Jeanneret in 1965. Since then, there have been many publications on the city, 
taking up the Norma Evenson’s of 1966, specifying the question of the furniture, 
the relationship to be made with other foundation cities elsewhere in the world, but 
none really knows how to look in detail at the very conception of the city, the link 
between the buildings as built and the archives of the Le Corbusier Foundation.
Our ambition in make this information accessible to all, especially to the inhabitants 
and leaders of Chandigarh, so that a detailed knowledge of the city’s design can be 
used to help preserve it.

CHANDIGARH AND LE CORBUSIER 
The Creation of a City in India 1950-65
Rémi Papillault

NEW
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34. Sketchbook, E18 n° 330

d’une campagne séculaire au cœur de la ville moderne sont 
autant de signes d’harmonie, apport fructueux pour l’œuvre 
indienne, et que vient éclairer l’« Album Simlà ». Dans une 
sorte d’écriture automatique, il y note ses impressions ; ainsi, 
lors de la découverte du site, en février 1951 :

« […] établir les conditions de nature, alors pourquoi détruire les 
villages ? Au lieu de gratifier les paysans, culture maraîchère et 
réaliser, l’avion, terre, air, ciel / conserver les chemins des paysans / 
laisser paître les troupeaux de buffles et de vaches / sauver le fonds 
indien […] l’art des couleurs vêtements / la noria partout, 2 vaches 
un homme. […] Maintenir les routes de campagne avec les arbres et 
sa largeur à travers la ville pour se relier aux V4 / la vache devant une 
forêt ou la prairie. […] La route de campagne existante qui ouvre 
sur les montagnes est remarquée. […] Schéma de structuration 
agricole où des rangs de manguiers protègent des vents dominants / 
dans les villages remarque des mares où les buffles se vautrent 
[…] provient de l’extraction de la terre pour le pisé du village. 
[…] Aux Indes = pas de dimanche mais une journée de 24 heures 
d’harmonie, pas de meubles, pas d’objet mais des occupations 
diverses. Et j’observe l’amitié qui lie affectueusement les hommes, 
les femmes, les enfants, les chiens, les vaches, les buffles, les ânes, 
les chèvres, les corbeaux, les vautours, les oiseaux chanteurs, les 
dieux, les arbres, le soleil, l’ombre, l’eau… tous visibles, présents, 
contigus, solidaires. Il n’y a pas de dimanche, de péché originel, 
de punition. […] La non-violence. On ne tue jamais une vache. On 
n’en mange jamais. Elle est dans le foyer. […] On vient de Paris aux 
Indes, traversant le fracas et la symphonie aiguisée des moyens de 
transport : l’avion. De Delhi l’auto et tout d’un coup, en deux jours, 
on a quitté les fièvres et les affaires, les devoirs et les habitants et 
face à des fleurs et des pelouses, devant des chameaux qui passent, 
on crée spontanément le bureau idéal des créateurs de villes : la 
rupture avec toutes les attaches extérieures, le silence, la solitude, 
l’isolement, la concentration rendue possible, l’esprit est plein 
d’agissement. On est trois hommes, trois, et on met au monde une 
capitale, sans grincement de dents, crise de nerfs ou téléphone. Pas 
de journaliste, pas de radio, pas de journaux. Il n’y a pas de condition 
plus favorable. […] C’est la route de tous les temps : l’égyptienne, la 
perse, la grecque, la juive. »34 [16] à [18]

C’est l’harmonie générale des campagnes qui l’impressionne 
également :
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« Jamais un piéton ne rencontre une voiture, jamais ! » (L.  C.) 
La Ville radieuse, p. 108. 
Ce n’est qu’à la fin des années 1940 qu’apparaît réellement 
le principe du secteur. Dans Modulor 2179, Le Corbusier 
le replace dans une histoire longue, à consonance évolu-
tionniste, qui partirait des villes de la Rome impériale, 
passerait par les quadras des villes espagnoles et américaines 
pour aboutir dans son œuvre sur le plan de Buenos Aires en 
1938, puis de Bogota en 1950, la synthèse s’effectuant à 
Chandigarh en 1951. L’architecte opère ici une manipulation 
chronologique.(I)
Dans le volume V de l’Œuvre complète qui couvre les années 
1946 à 1952, publié en 1953, Le Corbusier ajoute deux 

179. Modulor 2, op. cit., p. 222. Le Corbusier reprendra plus tard cette chronolo-
gie dans la revue Marg, dans le numéro spécial sur Chandigarh, 1961.
180. Voir les plans pour Izmir de décembre 1948. Plan 13265 et 13266 (IZM 
4035).
181. Bog 4299, 30 mars 1951. FLC.

[83] Composition des centres de 
secteur, 9 mars 1951. Album Simlà, 
verso 26.

[82] Plan du secteur 22. Marg, 
1961, p. 23

(I) En décembre 1948, Le Corbusier fait une première application 
du secteur sur le plan d’urbanisme d’Izmir. La mesure de la ville est 
donnée par le quart d’heure de marche à pied et par une hiérarchisa-
tion des voies sous la codification de R1 à R6 fondée sur le système 
d’autostrades suspendues, de voies parallèles de desserte et de che-
minement piéton au niveau du sol180.
À Buenos Aires, après une analyse historique montrant la densifica-
tion des quadras de 110 x 110, il propose de les réunir par groupes 
de trois pour une nouvelle organisation du cœur de la ville sur une 
métrique plus grande. Il en va de même pour Bogota, en juin 1950 : 
seules y sont montrées les parties du Centre civique où Le Corbusier 
déploie une piazza monumentale entourée de gratte-ciel, écho du 
centre d’Alger et de celui de Saint-Dié ainsi que du Capitole de Chan-
digarh. Sur le plan de Bogota, les parties résidentielles sont mises au 
point en mars 1951.
Les secteurs sont composés selon cinq types d’habitat.
– H1, maison unifamiliale en bande ;
– H2, maisons unifamiliales en bande à deux étages sur une trame 
dense à redents181 ;
– H3, immeubles à redents collectifs continus, de quatre étages ;
– H4, Unités d’habitation de grandeur conforme ;
– H5, tissu de villas sur une composition pittoresque, souple.
Les plans des secteurs s’inscrivent clairement dans la continuité des 
plans d’urbanisme d’avant-guerre de la Charte d’Athènes. Seule la 
hiérarchisation des voies préfigure ce qui sera réalisé en Inde.
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L’autonomie du secteur et les équipements

Le fonctionnement autonome du secteur est aussi sensible 
dans la densité des équipements prévus à destination de ses 
habitants. Pour exemple, le secteur 22 comporte :
- deux collèges au nord (secondary school) et au sud (high 
school) conçus par Pierre Jeanneret ;
- des crèches et des écoles primaires (Pierre Jeanneret) ;
- un dispensaire et une maternité (Jane Drew) ;
- des temples hindous ou sikhs ;
- des terrains de criquet informels remplaçant ceux de tennis 
jamais construits ;
- des parcs de jeux pour enfants.
Cette forte densité d’équipements représente ici un maximum 
par rapport à d’autres secteurs. 
Il est aussi des équipements qui qualifient le secteur au regard 
de l’ensemble de la ville, comme le théâtre : c’est le cas du 
Tagore Theatre sur le secteur 18, ou du Kiran Cinema du 
secteur 22 dessiné par Maxwell Fry. On trouve également des 
commerces et des administrations spécifiques, des bâtiments 
sportifs, des piscines, des terrains de jeux… Cette dépendance 
par rapport à l’ensemble fait que le secteur s’inscrit dans 
une unité de voisinage large. Les high schools, notamment, 
sont fréquentées par d’autres enfants que ceux du secteur. 
L’ensemble forme un maillage complexe qui relativise cette 
image d’autonomie que la forme urbaine pourrait induire.

La théorie des 7 voies

La théorie des 7V corbuséenne telle qu’elle est exposée dans 
l’Œuvre complète s’inscrivait dans une vision très large de 
l’urbanisme autour de douze points partant de la cuisine du 
foyer pour aller jusqu’à l’échelle géographique sur plusieurs 
nations, ce qui donnera naissance à l’image « de l’Atlantique 
à l’Oural » publiée dans Les Trois Établissements humains. La 
théorie des 7V n’est donc qu’un des douze points de cette 
vision globalisante, mais son importance fait qu’elle est 
donnée dans le titre du chapitre dans l’Œuvre complète. Elle 
est à Chandigarh appliquée à plein, tout simplement parce 
que c’est là qu’elle naît vraiment, d’où l’idée de « pureté » 
citée par l’architecte. Le rapport entre expérimentation [90] Page de gauche : Détail d’un portique d’une école réalisée par Pierre Jeanneret dans le secteur 22.

[91] Himalaya Marg, V3 le long du secteur 17.
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« Au bout de la course 1951, à Chandigarh ; contact possible avec les 
joies essentielles du principe hindou : la fraternité des rapports entre 
cosmos et êtres vivants : étoiles, nature, animaux sacrés, oiseaux, 
singes et vaches, et dans le village, les enfants, les adultes et les 
vieillards actifs, l’étang et les manguiers, tout est présent et sourit, 
pauvre mais proportionné. »35  

L’idée du maintien des villages et des hameaux au cœur 
des secteurs est peut-être induite par cette attention qui, 
dès le départ, fut accordée par Le Corbusier et par les 
juniors architects. En effet, ces villages et hameaux peuvent 
être considérés comme les lieux de la différence, de la vie 
s’écoulant hors des règles de la modernité à l’intérieur de la 
ville elle-même.
Il écrit dans une lettre à son épouse :

« Nous sommes sur le terrain de notre ville, sous un ciel admirable, 
au milieu d’une campagne de tous les temps. Les villages sont si vieux 
qu’ils n’ont pas de date. On trouve le même au centre de l’Afrique 
ou dans les oasis. Tout y est ensemble : les hommes, les femmes, les 
enfants, les âmes, les vaches, si belles, les buffles, les chiens. Tout 
est calme, lent, harmonieux, aimable et tous parlent à voix basse et 
modérée. […] Cette aventure sera un tournant dans ma vie. »36

Cette campagne, ces villages tant regardés, Le Corbusier 
tient à les préserver dans la grille qu’il va concevoir : il le fera 
en maintenant des chemins et des arbres à l’intérieur des 
secteurs, comme on le verra sur le secteur 22, ou bien, autour 
de la ville, en gardant un contact étroit avec les activités des 
champs.

Cette attention à l’existant manifestée par Le Corbusier est 
celle d’un regard qui refuse toute esthétique régionaliste :

« Aucune idée folklorique ou d’histoire de l’art ne peut intervenir 
dans pareille entreprise où les bâtiments sont construits en gros béton 
brut, reliés parfois à de minces membranes de ciment armé. (…) 
Ici tout est problème de résistance, de structure, de contreventement. 
L’esthétique qui en surgira sera une esthétique neuve. »37

35. « Rien n’est transmissible que la pensée », Paris, juillet 1965, Œ. C., vol. VIII, 
p. 169.
36. Lettre à son épouse, dimanche 25-02-1951. FLC, R1-12 96T.
37. Le Corbusier, Œ. C., vol. V, op. cit., p. 113.

Page de gauche :
[16] En visite dans un des villages proches du site de 
Chandigarh, novembre 1951. FLC.

[17] Vaches sacrées. Sketchbook, K44, p. 750.
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croquis au plan de Bogota de 1950 (introuvable dans le fonds 
d’archives du projet), avec la mention suivante :

« C’est à l’occasion de l’étude pour Bogota (rapprochement des 
quadras espagnoles de 110 m de côté) que fut créé le “secteur”, 
unité autonome d’urbanisme, d’environ 800 x 1 200. »182

Ce dessin vient-il légitimer la théorie du secteur de Chandigarh 
et montrer qu’il existe dans l’œuvre avant la rencontre avec le 
superblock de Mayer-Nowicki ? Peut-être, mais dans le même 
temps, c’est à l’occasion du plan pour Marseille-Sud, daté de 
janvier 1951, juste avant le premier départ pour l’Inde, que 
Le Corbusier utilise la théorie des 7V en considérant l’Unité 
d’habitation en construction comme le fragment d’une 
pensée complexe pour la ville qui joue sur plusieurs typologies 
urbaines.

C’est un projet non réalisé de janvier 1951, pour Marseille Sud, 
qui permet à Le Corbusier, lors de sa rencontre avec Mayer, 
de reconnaître dans le superblock ce qu’il a déjà imaginé. (II)

« Les expériences de Marseille Sud et de Bogota trouvent ici une 
application dans la pureté la plus totale. […] La théorie des secteurs 
trouve son application parfaite à Chandigarh183. »

Nous sommes ici face à un moment de l’histoire où la 
notion de secteur est dans l’air. Discutée et partagée, elle 
appartient à tous. On la retrouve aussi chez Maxwell Fry et 
chez Jane Drew.

182. Œ. C., vol. V, op. cit., p. 44.
183. Œ. C., vol. V, op. cit., p. 112.
184. Fernando Marza et Elena Tinacci, Urbanisme, Marseille-Sud, France, 
Échelle 1, Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris, 2007.

[83] Perspective sur le secteur 22 conçu par Jane Drew, Marg, 1961, p. 24.

(II) À Marseille les voies V2 et V3 cadrent des secteurs dits « théori-
ques » sur lesquels ne donne aucun bâtiment. Le long des V4, voies 
marchandes, sont positionnés des commerces en rez-de-chaussée 
qui créent un premier front bâti. Des petites voies, V5 et V6, distri-
buent des alignements de maisons basses organisées autour de cours 
publiques non loin du pied des Unités d’habitation et des tours pour 
les « nomades » modernes, les célibataires et les jeunes couples sans 
enfants184.
Les V7 sont les cheminements piétons qui relient les parcs entre eux 
sous forme de promenades vertes avançant vers la mer.

322 pages, hard cover
with color and 
BW photographs
plans and maps
29,5 x 21 cm (8.25 x 11.75”)

Preface by Sanjeev Vidyarthi 
and Foreword by Vikramāditya 
Prakāsh

ISBN: 9788494933059
39€ 39$ 35£ 3,590₹

“What this book demonstrates is not just the astonishing complexity 
and depth of the Capitol projects, but the steadfast commitment 
to the ethical question of designing for the India of the 1950s 
and its vision for the future that the making of Chandigarh was. 
This was not easy, and not everything was perfect; nothing ever is. 
What Chandigarh and Le Corbusier shows is that the making of 
Chandigarh was not just one haughty French-man’s ‘grand’ vision 
enforced on the hapless and gullible Indians, but a Sisyphean labor 
of love, beset with constant failure, mis-steps and revisions. “

Dr. Vikramāditya Prakāsh
Professor, University of Washington, Seattle (USA)

Rémi Papillault is an ar-
chitect from Paris School of 
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PhD on urbanism from Paris 
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COMPILATION, ANALYSIS, AND COMPARISONPlease keep open while navigating the book Please keep open while navigating the book

This book thoroughly investigates sixteen off-grid toilet systems that have 
been implemented across the world. These systems are analysed to provide a 
comprehensive understanding of their functional principles. Through comparison 
and evaluation, we provide recommendations on how users' needs can be better 
met and how contextual conditions can be better considered. We hope this book 
will be a valuable tool for governments, NGOs and communities to tackle the 
problems of unsafe sanitation across the globe.

'Around 3.6 billion people on this planet do not have access to safe sanitation in 
their dwellings. Sanitation as a sector suffers from under investment. This book 
showcases the challenge and range of solutions available and appropriate for 
global and complex settings. I commend the authors for developing a resource 
that can be used by practitioners, policy makers and researchers in the sector.'

Dr Priti Parikh,
Professor of Infrastructure Engineering and International Development
The Bartlett,  Faculty of the Built Environment
University College London, UK

OFF-GRID TOILETS: 
COMPILATION, ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
Paco Mejias Villatoro, Junjie Xi and Tanzil Shafique

This book thoroughly investigates 16 off-grid toilet systems that have been imple-
mented across the world, to provide a comprehensive understanding of their 
functional principles. Through comparison and evaluation, we provide recom-
mendations on how users’ needs can be better met and how contextual condi-
tions can be better considered. We hope this book will be a valuable tool for gov-
ernments, NGOs and communities to tackle the problems of unsafe sanitation 
across the globe.
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ARCHITECTURAL INHERITANCE 
AND EVOLUTION IN INDIA
Furthering a Lineage or Building a New Identity
Apurva Bose Dutta

The book, through the stories of 10 architect families in India, explores how the in-
troduction, journey and understanding of architecture and design can develop over 
generations or across family members.
The book peeks into working equations between the family members and their col-
lective thinking and comprehends the ease or challenge of navigating personal and 
professional equations in a space where creativity can spark differences. 
It questions whether architecture, a part of our everyday lives, can seamlessly slide 
into our lives, becoming a way of living or can it escape being the topic of dinner 
table discussions. And eventually, it also throws glimpses into whether the buzz-
word of Nepotism exists in the field or not.

ARCHITECTURAL 
INHERITANCE 
AND EVOLUTION 
IN INDIA
Furthering a Lineage 
or Building a New Identity

Apurva Bose Dutta
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PONDICHERRY 
ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE GUIDE
Raphaël Malangin

This book presents a set of case studies, divided into five necessarily reductive 
itinaries, in a book guide format presenting the heritage buildings in Pondicherry. 
The selection approach is based in three criteria: the distance between two stages 
in order to make these visits practicable, the historical or architectural significance 
of these buildings and the thematic coherence that results from it.
We ambition that this will contribute to restoring a historical density to the city and 
to recognising its essence which has been increasingly masked by its rapid growth 
and the current architectural profusion.

FORTH- 
COMING

308 pages, hard cover with
color and BW photographs
plans and maps
17,78 x 22,86 cm (7 x 9”)

ISBN: 978-84-949330-6-6
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LUCKNOW 
ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE GUIDE
Neeta Das

Lucknow gained in importance when Nawab Asaf-ud-Daula shifted here from 
Faizabad. It flourished first under the Nawabs, then under the British after its 
annexation in 1856 by the East India Company, and finally as the capital city 
of Uttar Pradesh in independent India. One can see the ‘playful’ and ‘eclectic’ 
buildings of the 18th c. as the builders experimented with the traditional ‘Mughal’ 
styles and the more exotic ‘European’ architecture. This then moves on to the 
19th c. power statements made by the British into what is generally termed as 
‘colonial’ architecture. Finally one can see Art Deco and early Modern examples 
of architecture which effortlessly blend into the contemporary.

208 pages, hard cover with
color and BW photographs
plans and maps
17,78 x 22,86 cm (7 x 9”)

ISBN: 978-84-122747-1-4

Neeta Das is a graduate in Architecture 
from CEPT, Ahmedabad, M.S. (Arch.) 
from the University of Cincinnati, USA, 
a Ph.D. from SPA Delhi/ Lucknow 
University .
A prolific writer, Das has authored and 
co-authored several books on the 18th 
and 19th century architecture and their 
conservation, for Prestel, Marg, Times 
of India, INTACH, and other publishers.
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This monograph captures the processes of conception, 
planning, and building of Hathigaon - a settlement for 

working elephants and the families that care for them in 
the Indian city of Jaipur. 

It highlights how the adoption of a strategic, design-
centered approach can help create both contextually-

appropriate habitation and an overall armature for 
all human and animal life to flourish in line with 

contemporary design sensibilities.

This monograph would not have been possible without 
proactive collaboration among the following architects: 

Sanjeev Vidyarthi is a leading scholar of India’s spatial 
planning and city design based at Chicago. Megha and 

Gaurav Bhatnagar co-founded a well-established design 
practice at Jaipur while Rajan Bhatt is both an architect 
and industrial designer by training, and passionate about 

photography. Rahul Mehrotra is the founder principal 
of RMA Architects and chairs the Department of Urban 
Planning and Design at the Harvard Graduate School of 
Design. Trained also as architects, Ela Singhal serves 
as the Executive Director of Architecture Foundation, 
an organization committed to promote awareness of 

Architecture in India.

Barcelona-Chandigarh
publishers@altrim.net
www.altrim.net
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HATHI
GAON

A settlement of Elephants 
and Mahouts

Sanjeev Vidyarthi 
Megha Bhatnagar
Gaurav Bhatnagar 
and Rajan Bhatt 

with a reflective essay by Rahul Mehrotra

HATHI
GAON
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HATHIGAON
A settlement of Elephants and Mahouts
S. Vidyarthi, M. Bhatnagar, G. Bhatnagar and R. Bhatt

This monograph illustrates the conception, planning, and building of a unique set-
tlement named Hathigaon, or elephant village, designed for working elephants and 
their caretaking families in the dry and arid city of Jaipur. The author’s purpose is 
not only to draw out practical insights - that designers working in similar developing 
contexts may find useful worldwide- but also to examine how settlement planning 
befitting 21st century design sensibilities might look like in the emergent urban land-
scape of India and South Asia more broadly.
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JAIPUR
A planned City of Rajasthan
Alain Borie, Françoise Catalàa and Rémi Papillault

Jaipur is especially famous for the strangeness of its monuments, but, outside the 
walls of the palace, few visitors take the time to pace the shopping galleries of the 
bazaars. No one ventures into the courts or pushes the curiosity until entering the 
houses and talking with the inhabitants. In this book, contrary, authors approach 
dive into the heart of the city and its architecture in what she has most daily. If 
this book proposes a historical, urban, architectural and symbolic of the old center 
of Jaipur, it is not exclusively centered on the monuments of the city. The direct 
knowledge of the urban fabric has brought to the authors, rediscover a number of 
accepted ideas about the layout and architecture of this large city.
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245 pages, hard cover 
with 417 color photographs,
84 color maps and plans,
26 BW drawings and images.
25 x 25 cm (10 x 10”)

ISBN: 978-84-949330-1-1
29.9€ 28$ 27£ 2,500₹

Introduction by Dr. Sanjeev Vidyarthi

Alain Borie is an architect and former 
Professor of Architecture à l’École Natio-
nale Supérieure d’Architecture of Paris-
Malaquais.
Françoise Catalàa, is a sculptor in urban 
art design. She taught in visual arts at the 
National School of Architecture Paris-
Malaquais during 25 years.
Rémi Papillault is an architect and urban 
planner. He is Professor of Architecture at 
the National School of Architecture of Tou-
louse and responsible for the seminar on 
India held there.
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97. Narendra Mohan Paliwal haveli (survey no. 12), axonometric cross-section

The creation of a territiorial city   27 

To explain the conception of the city, the common practice is for histori-
ans to start from the principles expounded in the sacred texts of Indian 
architecture that are grouped under the name of Vastu. In the case of 
Jaipur, it would be represented by a layout of 9 squares around the cen-
tral palace, where the north-western square – blocked by the hillside – 
would have been moved out of the initial design, to the southeast14 (17).
 Vastu iterates catch-all notions of geobiology, sustainable devel-
opment and high environmental quality that are arising today, and 
distant cultures such as the popular Chinese principles of Feng Shui 
highlight the hypothesis on the circulation of energy on the surface 
of the world, beings and things. These principles maintain that it is 
possible to enhance the beneficial effects of constructions and area-
based interventions, or even correct any negative influences. During 
the construction of Romanesque and Gothic buildings, people seem-
ingly also relied on this energy circulation, but that knowledge was 
lost when classical culture bloomed during the Renaissance. Carte-
sian objectivity and rationalism finally brought it all to an end.

Vastu

It is in this context that, in recent decades, the so-called Vastu Shastra 
treatise (of which there are many editions today) has resurfaced in In-
dia; it is increasingly taken into account, both in the educational and 
professional fields, as well as by the general public. Thus, audits are 
carried out on old houses to see if they are within the norm, and the 
original texts are reread according to current modernity. A hotel, an 
industrial zone, an office building or a villa can be built following Vas-
tu principles. Within rooms, recommendations can be given regarding 
the positioning of the television, the telephone, the computer, as well 
as kitchen and bathroom appliances. Nowadays, this treatise has so 
much influence that, during a sale, the price of a piece of land or build-
ing, the layout of which respects Vastu principles, can be increased.

14. Kulbhushan Jain formulated the nine-square plan hypothesis in 1978. This hypothesis is adopted by B. Doshi, Cités d’Asie in Les Cahiers de la Recherche Architecturale 35/36, 
Ed. Parenthèses, 1995.

Jainagar (Jaipur), a flat city: 
hypotheses on the rationality 
of the layout

15. Hypothesis of the city’s conception with a layout of 9 squares and its altera-
tion (p 11, Lionel Machonin, “Chaupars, similitudes et diversités”, Urban Strategies 
Seminar, ENSAT, 2003)

16. (p. 26) The urban 
fabric of Jaipur seen 

from the Nahagarh Fort

The importance of Vastu lies in its relationship to a high religious and 
mystical culture. 
The base of Vastu, written between the fourth and the twelfth century, 
consists of thirty-two texts grouping diverse principles on construc-
tion methods, the architect’s qualities, choosing a plot, the alignment 
of a road, the setting of foundations, and the design and construc-
tion of temples, houses and palaces. The Mayamata and other major 
texts, mostly written in Sanskrit, that were lost or destroyed during 
the invasions of the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries, were redis-
covered in the state of Kerala in the 1930s, far from the war roads. To 
understand its essence, one must go back to the origins of Hinduism 
and to a myth governing the constructive activity. The triple deity of 
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25. The 9 states of the creation of the city

1. Before 1713, hypothesis regarding the position of 
pre-existing villages on the plain at the south of Amber

4. 1725-1734, setting up bazaars and chaupars with 
arrangement of shops

7. 1725-1743, setting up the grid and urbanisation 8. 1743-1775, extension neighbourhoods 9. 1775-..., modern extension

5. 1725-1743, construction of the rampart and forts 6. 1725-1743, catchment, conservation and distribu-
tion of water

2. 713-1715, construction of the Jai Niwas, the obser-
vatory and the temples 

3. 1718-1725, setting up the chowkri, the Palace and 
the bazaar axes

26. Regulating layout hypothesis based on the ancient plans and charters of the City Museum, Jaipur

The religious and philosophical foundations of Haveli Architecture

To decipher the meaning of architectural patterns in Jaipur, one must 
first look at a series of elements of Hindu culture: sacred texts, reli-
gion, the Upanishads, philosophy, all things that are the backbone of 
traditional Hindu thought and the reference of all architecture.
 Sri Aurobindo writes on this subject5: “Indian architecture, 
painting, sculpture are not only intimately one in inspiration with 
the central things in Indian philosophy, religion, Yoga, culture, but 
a specially intense expression of their significance”. He adds that it 
is through these three great arts that the sensitive and the invisible 
come together. “This characteristic attitude of the Indian reflective 
and creative mind necessitates in our view of its creations an effort 
to get beyond at once to the inner spirit of the reality it expresses and 
see from it and not from outside [...] Here the only right way is to 
[...] by some meditative dwelling on the whole, dhyana in the tech-
nical Indian term, to the spiritual meaning and atmosphere, make 
ourselves one with that as completely as possible [...] it is the spirit 
that carries the form [...]Indian architecture especially demands this 
kind of inner study and this spiritual self-identification with its deep-
est meaning and will not otherwise reveal itself to us [...]Ignore the 
spiritual suggestion, the religious significance, the meaning of the 
symbols and indications, look only with the rational and secular aes-
thetic mind, and it is vain to expect that we shall get to any true and 
discerning appreciation of this art.”

Sanskrit and sacred texts

Sanskrit is the Indo-Aryan scholarly language in which the Brah-
manic texts of India were written. The word Sanskrit literally means 

Indian spirituality

“complete, accomplished, perfect”. The Sanskrit language was built 
up gradually, thanks to grammarians, the oldest and most famous of 
whom was Panini6 (fourth century BC). His grammar was an 8-vol-
ume work (Ashtadhyayi) which consists of 4,000 sutras or maxims. 
Julia Kristeva7 points out that this relatively recent text assembles the 
mass of linguistic theories, which were previously transmitted orally. 
This grammar, translated in Europe by Böhtlingk (1815-1840) and 
published in two volumes in French by Louis Renou as early as 19308, 
is remarkably precise in its formulations, both in terms of the phonic 
organisation and the morphology of the Sanskrit language.
 The oldest texts of India, transcribed in the eighth century BC, 
are the Vedas; Veda meaning “knowledge, science” in Sanskrit. These 
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5. Sri Aurobindo, Foundations of Indian Culture, Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry, 1972, pp 209-211.
6. Louis Frédéric, Dictionnaire de la civilisation indienne, Robert Laffont, Paris, 1987 p 827.
7. Julia Kristeva, Language: The Unknown, Columbia University Press, 1989.
8. Louis Renou, Grammaire sanscrite, 2 volumes, Jean Maisonneuve, Paris, 1930. 
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10. Painted dome, Narendra Mohan Paliwal haveli
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“This publication really brings 
the beauty of the city alive. It is 
quite informative and is a great 
memento.”

Eric Falt
Director and UNESCO representative 
for Bhutan, India, Maldives and Sri 
Lanka
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ঢাকা ট�াট�ম
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DHAKA TOTEM
VV. AA.

A subjective guide book on the capital city of Bangladesh by a group of local and 
international architects, planners and artists.
Our first objective in this edition is to arouse curiosity among readers and visitors of 
bookshops and libraries. If we managed to achieve that goal through the graphical 
layout of the cover, we may as well reveal now why it is called Dhaka Totem, and 
we invite you to roam through its pages in the unknown and enigmatic capital of 
Bangladesh. Welcome on board.
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170 pages, semi soft cover
with color photographs, 
sketches, drawings and plans 
14.8 x 21 cm (5.8 x 8.2”) 

ISBN: 978-84-942342-7-9
20€ 22$ 18£ 1,350₹

An Altrim and AECID publication

With essays by Adnan Morshed, Amparo Por-
ta, Basurama (Mónica Gutiérrez Herrero and 
Rubén Lorenzo Montero), Héctor Fernández 
Elorza, Iñaki Alday, Jesús Arcos, Javed Jalil, 
Javier Sánchez Merina, Jesús María Aparicio 
Guisado, Kuntal Barai, Maksuda Iqbal Nipa, 
Marian Planelles, Paco Mejias Villatoro, 
Pierre Auclair-Desmoulins, Rensje Teerink, 
Rubén García Rubio, Sajid-Bin-Doza, Salma 
Abedin Prithi, Shahidul Alam, Silvia Rovelli, 
Tanzil Shafique and Tor Torhaug.
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guidelines in the plan that is being analysed by the Dhaka South 

City Corporation, which is promoted by the World Bank and 

planned and designed by aldayjover architecture and landscape. 

If it is finally implemented, it will be the first systematic initiative 

for the creation of public spaces since the country proclaimed its 

independence. The success of this program would represent the 

beginning of the reversion of decades of mistreatment and neglect 

against the backbone of the city—the Buriganga River and its 

tributaries—, with an enormous potential for ecological and social 

improvement, and a new approach for the behaviour of citizens 

towards the public sphere. 

Public spaces—parks, squares, avenues—
are the ‘thermometer’ that measures 
the democratic health and the level 
of equality in the city.

It shows the capacity to include, respect and protect 

the weakest members of society—women, children and 

people with disabilities. Through its alliance with its 

own geography, Dhaka has exceptional potential for 

conversion, which must necessarily be gradual, but 

which can generate emblematic spaces with powerful 

beauty to spearhead an urgent social and 

environmental transformation.
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LE CORBUSIER AND LOUIS KAHN VISIT DHAKA

               Adnan Morshed

At a public place in the afterlife, Louis Kahn 

ran into Le Corbusier. The Franco-Swiss 

architect was pleased to see the esoteric 

guru from Philadelphia. They sat on a Henry 

Moore bench, custom-built for eternal life, 

under a leafy tree. As one would imagine, 

it was not easy for two heavyweights to strike 

up a conversation. 

After an uneasy pause Corbu asked, “So, I hear 

you designed the large parliament complex in 

Dhaka which was first offered to me?” 

Looking away at a heavenly bird that chirped 

on a nearby tree, Kahn replied, “Yes. In 1965, 

when you perished during your Mediterranean 

swim in the south of France, I was actually 

in Dhaka. We worked feverishly to get the 

design work for the Parliament done before 

agitation for independence in the then East 

Pakistan would take it all away. Politically, it was 

a tempestuous time there. Bengalis were very 

unhappy that West Pakistan’s ruling elite was 

depriving them both politically and economically. 

The streets in Dhaka were rough. But I kept my 

cool and went on with the work. So, why did you 

not accept the Dhaka project?”

“Well, I was too tired after Chandigarh. During the 

1950s, the Indian bureaucracy kind of drained me. 

I just couldn’t take on a grand new commission 

in the Subcontinent! By the way, did you visit 

Chandigarh?”

01
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LEARNING FROM DHAKA: BORDERS 
AND LIMITS OF A DENSE REALITY 

Jesús Mª Aparicio Guisado 

I am writing this text on occasion of a recent trip that took me 

to Dhaka, the capital city of Bangladesh. From the very beginning 

I was able to interpret the city as a dense overlapping of different 

social, economic, political, religious and cultural realities, among 

others (fig. 1 and 2). There are parallel lives that inevitably end up 

crossing paths because of density and also out of necessity: the 

need to survive for some and the need to become wealthier for 

others. This encounter does not seem to be able, by now, to create 

an area of exchange and of shared interests that goes beyond its 

mere ad hoc usefulness.

09

Fig. 1 (left page) and fig. 2 (above). View of Dhaka from a high building 

in the western area. © Jesús Mª Aparicio Guisado, 2018.

“This book is an enigma at first 
sight but appears discernible as 
one browses through the pages. It is 
eclectic providing heterogeneous 
mix but worthy of its name Totem’ 
focusing on Dhaka’s lineage. 
This book is a good read for the 
students of Urban and Regional 
Planning and other comparable 
disciplines who will draw a lot of 
interesting facts and perceptions 
which will be useful in preparing a 
Masters or Doctoral dissertation on 
issues of Dhaka.”

Dr. Tanvir A. Khan, 
Vice-Chancellor
University of Skill Enrichment 
& Technology (USET), Dhaka, 
Bangladesh
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SYDNEY XXXL
Ed Lippmann

In less than 250 years, Sydney has evolved from fledgling colonial outpost to thriv-
ing global city, it’s emerald harbour or the iconic opera house the envy of the world. 
But behind the postcard-perfect images, it’s a city struggling with its own success. 
A city with a proud past that can have a wonderful future. But for that to happen, it 
needs something that it’s never had – an effective, comprehensive plan for urban 
development and design.
This is the point of departure for Ed Lippmann, he’s seen firsthand the problems 
that have come from the city’s lack of planning and he has a unique perspective 
on how they might be avoided in the future. Sydney XXXL, digs deep into Sydney’s 
history, charting the financial and political interests that have shaped its develop-
ment, and – most importantly – identifying the key decisions that have to be made 
to accommodate future population growth in a more livable, sustainable city.
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with color and BW 
photographs, plans and drawings
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ISBN: 978-84-942342-8-6
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Foreword by Richard Rogers

Ed Lippmann is one of Australia’s most 
respected architects. Since establishing 
his own practice in 1985, he’s been in-
volved in many significant public projects, 
and has overseen the design and delivery 
of many other public, commercial and 
private buildings.

Lippmann Partnership has been ac-
knowledged by the Australian Institute 
of Architects Awards and the London 
International Creative Competition Awards 
among others.
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East Darling 
Harbour – a 
transformative 
opportunity

The announcement of Patrick’s departure from East  
Darling Harbour paved the way in 2005 for a 
significant State Government initiative: a 22-hectare 
urban redevelopment in the city centre, now known 
as Barangaroo. This was a historic opportunity to 
enhance the city and public realm. The announcement 
of a competition for a new master plan attracted 230 
submissions from around the world. In collaboration with 
Richard Rogers Partnership, Arup and Martha Schwartz 
Partners, my office submitted a master plan that was 
eventually placed second and destined for controversy. 
The experience of working on this project and watching 
the events since then has provided insight into the 
tension between strategic planning and political and 
commercial interests in Sydney, and is a valuable case 
study for future urban development.

Master plans are big-picture planning concepts based  
on strategic principles but capable of adaptation over  
time. Our team took the view that this project presented 
a rare opportunity for Sydney to achieve and implement 
urban planning excellence and environmental 
sustainability, placing it at the cutting edge of global 
innovation. It was not to be a case of business as usual.

The 22-hectare site, its two-kilometre harbour frontage 
and close proximity (less than three kilometres) to the 
city centre suggested some key strategic moves.  
Due to its size and our desire to create a diverse and 
vibrant addition to Sydney’s urban fabric, the first and 
most decisive idea was to create three distinct precincts 
with interrelated identities. 

1.  

A public city beach, carefully engineered to mitigate swell, 
surrounded by a green headland incorporating innovative 
landscaping. This green headland would accommodate 
passive uses for local residents and the public, as well as 
destinational amenities for local residents, tourists and 
office workers. Facilities for functions and meetings would 
include beachside cabanas or lightweight pavilions  
where people could relax and interact freely and casually 
with one another.

2. 
A low-rise, landscaped recreational precinct bounded 
by the water’s edge to the west with three- to six-storey 
housing lining Hickson Road and reinforcing it as an urban 
boulevard. The landscaped open space included sports and 
recreation facilities and a range of experiences for residents 
and visitors. It also anticipated the inclusion of a school, 
centre of excellence and other low-scale public buildings.

East Darling Harbour 
Masterplan by Lippmann 
Partnership, Rogers Stirk 
Harbour + Partners, Martha 
Schwartz Partners and ARUP.

2.1. 3.
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A comparison  
of six continents 1Left: The Roman town of 

Timgad, founded by the 
Emperor Trajan around 100AD, 
is an example of the grid plan 
as used in Roman city planning. 
Image: Frederik Pöll / Wikimedia 
Commons.

Below: Cities in Europe with a 
population of 5 million residents 
or more. Data sourced from 
The World’s Cities in 2018 Data 
Booklet by the United Nations.

Europe 
Most of Europe’s significant cities have grown 
incrementally from humble origins over many centuries, 
sometimes millennia. Many were established as river 
or sea ports to facilitate trade and communication with 
distant communities. 

The Romans established cities based on a gridded street 
plan of Cardo (north-south streets) and Decumanus 
(east-west streets), which provided efficient circulation 
for the commercial and civic functions of its residents. 
In Eastern cultures, similar arrangements were explored 
many centuries before the Romans. The Hellenistic 
Greeks, Ancient Egyptians and Babylonians all employed 
the grid as a basic principle of city planning. 

In Europe today, approximately 75 per cent of people live 
in cities. There are five cities over 5 million and 2 cities 
over 10 million residents. Having evolved over millennia, 
European cities have retained their human scale and 
provide a good model of social and urban sustainability. 
Typically, lower-height buildings exist within a compact, 
high-density urban fabric, with use of public transport, 
cycling and walking preferred over a reliance on private 
motor cars. Although population increase has not been 
a major problem in Europe, the recent influx of refugees 
from the Middle East and Africa has created financial  
and social stress in many cities.

1716 Sydney XXXLChapter One. A World of Cities

In AT Kearney’s Global Cities 2018, Sydney ranked 15th 
among a select group of cities known as the ‘global elite’. 
Sydney was said to be “performing well but also positioned 
for continued growth and global influence in the future.” 
Sydney’s economic output now exceeds A$300 billion  
a year, which is the equivalent of Hong Kong or Malaysia.  
If Sydney were a city-state, it would rate among Asia’s top  
10 largest economies and in the world’s top 40.

Sydney is one of the youngest cities in the world to have 
reached global city status – a remarkable achievement 
given the city’s historical lack of long-term vision. A penal 
settlement established by the British Empire, Sydney’s 
growth was hesitant and piecemeal, based largely on 
pragmatic responses to circumstances as they arose. 
Sydney (and Australia) was a distant frontier many miles 
from Europe and the Americas, and there was no idea  
that in little more than 200 years, Sydney would become  
a participant in international trade and join the elite group  
of global cities. 

Sydney Harbour Bridge.  
Image: Michael Amadeus.

But its stellar performance has brought with it some 
problems. Firstly, Sydney’s population density is low 
compared with other global cities. Secondly, Sydney has a 
very high level of car dependency (in fact, Australia’s record 
of car use is among the highest in the world). Because of 
this, Sydney experiences severe traffic congestion and  
a comparatively low level of mass transit coverage.

Some of the world’s biggest existential challenges are 
evident in global cities, and Sydney is not immune from 
these. Climate change, terrorism, social and economic 
inequality all confront global cities first and hardest.  
Global cities are also tending to become increasingly 
connected to international markets for the flow of capital, 
goods, people and ideas and are becoming detached  
from their traditional geographic hinterland. So, too, Sydney 
now conducts more business in Asia than in regional  
New South Wales and Victoria. 

For all Sydney’s problems and challenges, there’s no turning 
back from the colonial city it once was and its newly-found 
identity as a global city, making the case for a long-term 
vision all the more timely.

“  ...in little more than 200 years,  
Sydney would become a participant  
in international trade and join the  
elite group of global cities.” 

2928 Sydney XXXLChapter One. A World of Cities

“The book is a timely and engaging 
review of Sydney’s history and its 
position as a world city, setting out 
a positive plan for action. The book 
comes at a critical time in the life of 
the city and will contribute to the 
crucial debate now underway on the 
future form of Sydney – and on our 
urban future globally.” 

Richard Rogers
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Preface by Eduard Bru

ISBN: 9788494234217
19.2€ 19$ 16.5£

“The book emphasises four historic 
times in four contexts that have led to 
the appearance of styles related with 
different movements: Modernism, 
Noucentisme, Avant-garde, and 
Realism, and it analyses the works 
based on their artisticity. Covering this 
diversity of ambitions, ideas and works 
makes the book attractive and full of 
experiences. It speaks of landscapes and 
botany, of gardens and topology, and 
of a dialogue with the city on different 
levels.” 

Dr. Eduard Bru
Emeritus Professor, Dep. of Architectural 
Design, ETSAB-UPC

ARQUITECTES JARDINERS DE BARCELONA 1888-1992 
Eva Jiménez and Xavi Llobet

This book strives to be a reflection of The Lives by Giorgio Vasari and Homenots by 
Josep Pla insofar as, through the literary portrait of eight garden architects who have 
defined the urban greenery of the city of Barcelona during a century, and through an 
aesthetic approach to its parks and gardens, it enables us to discover and portray a 
tradition of gardens in Barcelona.
Following these eight central figures, this book reveals a craft inherited and passed 
down from generation to generation of garden architects enabling us to discover 
new facets of ourselves and of the shared project of Barcelona.
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A CITY OF PROFESSIONS
Jordi Ludevid

A City of Professions intends to take part in the current international debate on the 
present and future of the professions, a debate sparked by D&R Susskind (Oxford 
Press, 2015) with his book The Future of the Professions, which was echoed by 
the American psychologist Howard Gardner from Harvard University. A debate 
that is really about the future of our society. By moving closer to Howard Gardner 
and away from the Susskinds, A City of Professions proposes a radical regenera-
tion of the whole of the professional world, focusing on its links with cities, and 
promoting the new social pact currently underway.

200 pages, soft cover
with BW sketches
24 x 17 cm (9.45 x 6.7”)
ISBN: 9788409319343

25€ 29$ 21£ 1,500₹ 

A book by MY16 Edit 

Jordi Ludevid, Architect and town-planner 
trained at the Universitat Politècnica de 
Catalunya-UPC, he is a member of several 
associations of architects. As President of the 
Spanish national organisation of architects, he 
is carrying out a programme of changes result-
ing in a very important statutory modification 
(2012) and managing significant legislative 
changes related to the Bologna Process. He 
was elected President of ‘Unión Profesional’ 
and vice President of CEPLIS and UWP.

International debate on the present and 
future of the professions and future of 
our society.



Passió per l’arquitectura

Pasión por la arquitectura

MAT
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MIQUEL ALVAREZ TRINCADO - MAT
Ariadna Alvarez Garreta

For the first time ever, a complete compilation of MAT’s works is published in one 
book. A great Catalan architect who left most of his legacy in Barcelona city. He was 
involved in the generation of the School of Barcelona architecture revolution despite 
that he, later in life, would decide to pursue his own aesthetic preferences aside of 
current trends. Passionate architect, his profession became his life without sacrificing 
what he loved: culture, engines and traveling.

“As Bateson said, ‘the context is 
communication’ and ‘widening 
contexts means observing more 
and better’. We have to admit 
that Miquel Alvarez Trincado 
was an architect who observed 
what was happening around 
him with the greatest interest 
and attention. The way his 
architecture developed over the 
years is eloquent testimony to 
this.”

J.A. Acebillo
Former Chief Architect of the city of 
Barcelona



423 pages, hard cover 
with colour photographs and plans. Introduction by Josep Antoni Acebillo
22.7 x 27.5 cm (8.9 x 10.8”) Bilingual Spanish - Catalan

ISBN: 978-84-942342-1-7
40€ 45$ 30£

Ariadna A. Garreta is an architect, writer and publisher. She has completed her Master’s degree from 
the Barcelona Technical School of Architecture (ETSAB).She has been practising architecture with 
her father, Dr. Miquel Alvarez Trincado at Altrim Studio from 1999 till 2008. She has written for several 
Catalan and Spanish newspapers and Design and Architecture magazines. 
In 2010, she founded the Barcelona-based publishing company Altrim Publishers to provide a new 
platform for the promotion of architecture and introducing Altrim’s pioneering Travel Guides focused 
on architecture of Indian cities.
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Ceremònia d’entrega de les claus dels habitat-
ges als seus propietaris per part de les autoritats 
públiques.

Ceremonia de entrega de las lllaves de las 
viviendas a sus propietarios por parte de las 
autoridades públicas.

“Vaig construir uns quants edificis per a les cooperatives al barri de Sant 
Genís. Tenien varis paràmetres en comú: una topografia del terreny molt 
similar, tots els projectes estaven destinats a habitatges socials, amb 
escassos mitjans econòmics per a la seva realització, etc.
Tot i aquests condicionants, a l’Estudi ens vam esforçar per treure de 
cadascun d’ells el màxim partit possible: solucions en planta amb distri-
bucions molt estudiades per disminuir els costos, solucions constructives 
simples però dignes, etc.
En els casos en què el solar ho permetia vam privilegiar plantes amb eixos 
de simetria molt clars i ordenacions molt repetitives; i al contrari, en el 
cas de solars més irregulars vam intentar jugar emfatitzant les inevitables 
reculades de les façanes”. 
(M. Alvarez Trincado, Converses, 2002)

“Construí unos cuantos edificios para las cooperativas en el barrio de 
Sant Genís. Tenían varios parámetros en común: una topografía del 
terreno muy similar, todos los proyectos estaban destinados a viviendas 
sociales, con escasos medios económicos para su realización, etc.
A pesar de estos condicionantes, en el estudio nos esforzamos para 
sacar de cada uno de ellos el máximo partido posible: soluciones en 
planta con distribuciones muy estudiadas para disminuir los costes, 
soluciones constructivas simples pero dignas, etc.
En los casos donde el solar lo permitía privilegiamos plantas con ejes 
de simetría muy claros y ordenaciones muy repetitivas; y al contrario, 
en el caso de solares más irregulares intentamos jugar enfatizando los 
inevitables retranqueos de las fachadas”. 
(M. Alvarez Trincado, Conversaciones, 2002)

“Vaig encarregar un estudi cromàtic al tàndem 
de pintors Arranz Bravo i Bartolozzi, que eren un 
equip molt actiu en aquells anys. Els vaig donar 
uns plànols amb els alçats en blanc i negre i ells 
me’ls van retornar amb la seva proposta”.  
(M. Alvarez Trincado, Converses, 2002)

“Encargué un estudio cromático al tándem de 
pintores Arranz-Bravo y Bartolozzi, que eran 
un equipo muy activo en aquellos años. Les di 
unos planos con los alzados en blanco y negro 
y ellos me los devolvieron con su propuesta”. 
(M. Alvarez Trincado, Conversaciones, 2002)
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“El projecte comportava tres edificis que, tenint 
en compte l’accidentat solar (un terreny difícil i 
amb pendents acusats i irregulars), vaig disposar 
de forma aparentment desordenada entre si, però 
que si t’hi fixes estan en la posició òptima respec-
te a la topografia; les escales les vaig separar dels 
cossos principals, i funcionen com a elements 
fixadors entre ells, prolongant-se en passadissos 
exteriors fins als accessos.
Són habitatges de protecció oficial pura i dura, 
amb totes les seves conseqüències: impossible 
utilitzar obra vista, les superfícies són les mínimes 
admeses per la normativa, cobertes d’uralita 
pintada, etc.”. 
(M. Alvarez Trincado, Converses, 2002)

“El proyecto comportaba tres edificios que, 
teniendo en cuenta el accidentado solar (un 
terreno difícil y con pendientes acusadas e 
irregulares), dispuse de forma aparentemente 
desordenada entre sí, pero que si uno se fija 
están en la posición óptima respecto a la topo-
grafía; hice separar las escaleras de los cuerpos 
principales, y funcionan como elementos fija-
dores entre ellos, prolongándose en pasadizos 
exteriores hasta los accesos.
Son viviendas de protección oficial pura y dura, 
con todas sus consecuencias: imposible utilizar 
obra vista, las superficies son las mínimas 
admitidas por la normativa, cubiertas de uralita 
pintada, etc.”.
(M. Alvarez Trincado, Conversaciones, 2002)

80s-2000s
0.3. CAPÍTOL  
 CAPÍTULO

Miquel Alvarez Trincado al despatx del passeig Manuel Girona amb un client, 
M. Martínez Calderón; amb T. Garreta Mill i els seus fills, Miquelàngel 
i Ariadna (superior d’esquerra a dreta). 
Amb els directors de projectes d’Altrim, els arquitectes I. Riera, J.A. Boguñá 
i T. Garreta Mill (inferior esquerra).

Miquel Alvarez Trincado en el despacho del paseo Manuel Girona con un cliente, 
M. Martínez Calderón; con T. Garreta Mill y sus hijos, Miquelàngel 
y Ariadna (superior de izquierda a derecha). 
Con los directores de proyectos de Altrim, los arquitectos I. Riera, J.A. Boguñá 
y T. Garreta Mill (inferior izquierda).

70s
0.2. CAPÍTOL   
 CAPÍTULO

Miquel Alvarez Trincado al despatx del 
carrer Capità Arenas (Barcelona).

Miquel Alvarez Trincado en el 
despacho de la calle Capitán 
Arenas (Barcelona).

 

Miquel Alvarez Trincado al despatx del carrer 
Doctor Ferran (Barcelona).

Miquel Alvarez Trincado en el despacho de  
la calle Doctor Ferran (Barcelona).

60s
0.1. CAPÍTOL   
 CAPÍTULO
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TRADE INFORMATION

If you are interested in selling our books, 
please contact:

Worldwide
Idea Books
www.ideabooks.nl
idea@ideabooks.nl

For Spain
Distriforma
www.distriforma.es
Gemma Martín Romero
+34 91 684 55 70
distriforma@distriforma.es

For India
Atlantic Publishers & Distributors Pvt. Ltd.
Beena Chautervedi
+91 11 40775216
 aipb@atlanticbooks.com

If you are not represented in this list,
please contact:
communications@altrim.net


